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Bond issue promises new library
By Lynn M. Cowan
Editorrin-Chief
A new library building may
be built for Montclair State
students if the Jobs, Education
and Competitiveness bond issue
passes the referendum No
vember 8.
Also included in plans for
Montclair State College’s share
of the state’s $350 million bond
sale is an addition to the music
building, a new campus access
road, and a new building to
house the campus police and
central stores/receiving func
tions.
The state of New Jersey will
provide $308 million dollars
through the selling of bonds to
distribute for construction and
renovation of classrooms, li
braries, computer facilities, and
other buildings. The remaining
$42 million will be used to
expand the state’s advanced
technology centers.

The institutions must then
provide at least $130 million in
matching funds to receive their
allotments of the bond funds.
Montclair State will receive
$13 million from the state of
New Jersey if it matches the
funds with $6.5 million of its
own.
For students, this would
translate into the music building
addition, a new campus access
road, a new library building,
and additional room for classes
in Harry E. Sprague library, the
present library building.
These plans, however, cannot
be put into action until the
referendum on the bond issue
is passed, stressed student lead
ers at a recent meeting in
Rutgers Newark.
Student Goverment Associa
tions (SGA) and student news
papers from five New Jersey
campuses met to discuss ways
to increase student awareness of

the Bond issue and its impact
of their campuses last Sunday
evening.
Rutgers Newark SGA Pres
ident Adam Gonnelli expressed
concern that only 16 to 17
percent of the students that are
registered to vote in New Jersey
actually do vote.
“However,” he said, “if one
student is made aware of the
Bond Issue’s impact on his
campus, he can then in turn
influence several votes—his
parents’ and immediate family
will Certainly vote in favor of
something that is beneficial to
their childrens’ education.”
Gonnelli added that many
voters do not want to support
the bond issue because they
think it will increase their taxes
or the money will come out of
the present state budget.
“A debt incurred in the 1950’s
has been recently paid off. New

Jersey now has the capacity to
assume a new debt. This means
there will be no increase in
taxes, and the money won’t
come out of the current budget.”
One tactic of increasing stu
dent votes was suggested by
Montclair State SGA President
Tommy Mergola. The college
has purchased a quantity of
bumper stickers that support
the bond issue. “The Montclair
State SGA is looking into
buying a quantity of the bumper
stickers that the college has
purchased.” he said.
An additional student aware
ness method discussed was voter
registration drives, a tactic
which Kean College SGA Pres
ident Jeeva Sri already has
planned for his campus.
Another tactic suggested to
increase student votes was to
arrange to have polling booths
on campus to make it more
convenient for students. The

booths, to be set up in the
cam puses’ student centers,
would not only be more accessable to students living on
campus, but they would also be
more visible to the entire cam
pus population.
Robert Hill, SGA President
of Rutgers’ New Brunswick,
said that his campus has had
difficulty in the past securing
polling booths in the student
centers for a number of reasons,
including security and tamper
ing problems. “In addition, the
people who live there (in New
Brunswick) and the politicians
don’t necessarily want student
input.” Hill said.
Mergola said even though the
residents of New Brunswick and
politicians don’t welcome the
student vote, “If you push and
provide a unified front, the
student body is bound to get
concessions.”

Campus Police Report

Bomb
By Roy Nelson
Staff Writer
What started out as pranks,
ended up in court as three
Montclair State students were
prosecuted for bomb threats
executed over the telephone to
several buildings on campus last
semester.
The callers were detected with
the help of new tracing equip
ment installed on campus tel
ephones which can locate the
exact telephone where the threat
came from. The benefit of the
device is that the location can
be detected instantly, with a
minimum amount of time re
quired for the trace.
In what Dr. Edward Martin,
dean of students, called a “tre
mendous effort” to stop the
pranks, the college has “spared
no effort and expense to oper
ationalize the system.”
Martin feels that “the saddest
part was that all of the callers
were student residents of MSC,”
and there was “no joy in the
discipline” the guilty parties
received.
He said he has “compassion
for students who are awakened
at 3 a.m., told to get out of the
building, and then it turns out
that they have to do the same

threat arrests
thing the following night.” He
feels that this, in turn, “ruins the
academic fiber of the college.
Students don’t want to study,
and don’t want to respond to
legitimate emergency requests.”
Philip Calitre, director of
campus police, agrees. “They
(the bomb threats) ruin morale,
and are an inconvenience to
residents.” In what Calitre is
calling a “co-operative effort
with the phone company and
the college police department,”
there were three arrests and one
more pending.
The first prosecuted threat
occurred on May 1 when a call
was received at the main desk
of Freeman Hall. An investiga
tion took place based on an
anonymous tip.
Shanon Stinsman, at the time
a resident of Freeman Hall, was
arrested, and prosecuted on
June 2. He pleaded guilty to
“disorderly conduct” before
Judge Golden Johnson of the
Montclair Municipal Court,
and received $260 in fines. On
July 20 he was suspended from
M ontclair State College by
Martin “indefinitely.”
The second threat occurred
on May 3rd when Angela
Brooks telephoned a bomb
threat to the Bohn Hall recep

tion desk, and was detected with
the help of the new telephone
tracing system.
She appeared before Clifton
Municipal Court where she
pleaded guilty to “disorderly
conduct” charges before Judge
Penyga, and received $305 in
fines. She was then suspended
from Montclair for 1 year,
beginning in September.
On May 9, Stephen Johnson
telephoned campus police head
quarters from the lobby of
Browns Lounge, and claimed a
bomb was inside Panzer Gym.
Johnson admitted instituting
the threat after he was visually
identified by a witness, and after
hearing a tape of his voice
making the call.
When asked why he made the
threat, he claimed he “just
wanted to get out of class early.”
He appeared before Judge
Golden Johnson in Montclair
and pleaded guilty to “disorder
ly conduct”. He received $160
in fines. Johnson was within a
few credits of graduation when
he received a 1 year suspension
from MSC.
Calitre warns that students
are jeopardizing themselves
with both a criminal record and
a student suspension. Martin
Continued on p.12

D elivery men are easy prey
By Roy Nelson
Staff Writer
A Dominoes delivery man
was approached by 3 black
males by Webster Hall on Sept.
2. The men said that the pizzas
the delivery man carried were
about the price of the food. The
A 1983 Mazda was broken
into on Sept. 1. A window was
3&
A car which had been pre
viously stolen was recovered on
Sept. 1. The 1979 Ford Musfound in lot 13.
Two female Blanton Hall
residents filed complaints of
assault against a delivery man
from Mr. Dino’s on Sept. 2. The
first female told campus police
th at the delivery m an had
arrived late but insisted on
receiving a tip. This resulted in
a physical attack, which the
second resident claimed she
attempted to stop before being
assaulted herself.
The delivery man, who sub
sequently was fired from his job,
filed a complaint against the two
women with campus polios on
Sept. 3.
A 1972 Chevrolet Impidawas

broken into on Sept. 2. A stereo
was stolen from the car, which
was parked in lot 22.
A bomb threat was called in
to Blanton Hall at 2:45 a.m. on
Sept. 6. The building was evac
uated, but no device was found;
campus police say that there is
a possible suspect in connection
with the threat.
Between 11:30 p.m., Sept. 5
and 9:30 a.m., Sept. 6, a 1984
Volkswagon was vandalized.
The car was parked in lot 24.
and its windshield wipers were
stolen after it was broken into.
An A-floor apartment at the;
Clove Road Apartments was
burgled sometime between 1:00
а. m. and 7-J0 a.m. Sept. 6. The
apartment's window screen was
cut and the window opened to
gain access into the room, A
radio was stolen from the apart
m ent
Two brass lamps were stolen
from the office of the Vice
President of Academic Affairs.
The theft occurred between
Sept. I and Sept. 6. .
A professor in the English
department reported receiving
several obscene phone calls.
Since the report’s filing on Sept.
б, the calls have stopped.
Between 8:30 p.m., Sept. 6
and 1:00 a.m., Sept. 7, a 1982
Pontiac Grand Prix was stolen
from lot 20
_____________ ¡
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Thursday Night
at the
C ED A R
GROVE INN

.......

.....

■

• ' A,

is College Night
All regular bar drinks
& domestic beer
ti] 11 p m
Listen to your favorite new &
old Dance Rock, played by our
professional D J’s!
Proper ID & Attire required.
DONT MISS IT!
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □ □
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SGA News

-!

B ond issue discussed
By Kristine Roome
Staff Writer
At last night’s SGA meeting,
the bond issue was discussed. If
it should pass, MSC will be
appropriated $13 million. Pro
posed money will go towards a
new library and campus police
station, as well as a new access
road to the college and an
expansion of the musical facil
ities.
This issue can be voted on by
registered voters in the upcom
ing election. Getting students to
register to vote was also dis
cussed. A registration drive
should begin in a week or two.
Since the recent retirement of
former physician Dr. Rosen

berg after 31 years, the College
Health Center has been without
a doctor. By Oct. 1 this will be
remedied with a service group.
At the home football game
this Sat. against East Strouds
burg State College, tailgating
and parties will be allowed but
no alcohol will be permitted.
After much work by the
Welfare & Internal Committee,
steps at the Clove Road Apart
ments will be constructed.
For those who may want to
be involved in the SGA but
don’t have the time to be a
legislator, there are 19 available
student seats on campus-wide
committees dealing with various
topics that need to be filled.

‘A beautifully made, tender, truthful and
topical film, important in its politics,
suspenseful in its plotting and overwhelming
in its resolution. The performances and
direction are flawless."
— Judith Crist

□ ti □

in 1971
Arthur and Annie Pope
blew up a napalm lab
to protest the war
Ever since then
they have been on the run
from the EB I
They chose their lives
Now their son
must choose his

Job Duties: A s s i s t in the r e 
c r u i t m e n t of q u a l i t 3^s t u d e n t s to
MSC :
- L e a d campus tours on S a t u r d a y
m o r n i n g s ,W e d n e s d a y a f t e r n o o n s
and on s c h e d u l e d a p p o i n t m e n t s .
- p e r f o r m off i c e duties as d i 
r e c t e d b y the A d m i s s i o n s staff
and the A d m i s s i o n s A m b a s s a d o r
Coordinator.
SALARY:
Admissions
A m bassadors: (10)
$5.00/hour
Admissions
Ambassador
C o o r d i n a t o r :(1) ' 5 . 5 0 / h o u r
F i l l out a p p l i c a t i o n
offi c e of A d m i s s i o n s
Col l e g e H a l l - R o o m 203

l

in t h e

r u n n in g o n e m p ty
lamar t o entenanmere presets i drabie piav production
d u istin e la h ti ju d d h irsch m arthaplim pton
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"ninning on en^v" aid steven hsil edtedbvantewnwndshetn poxtuenon de^ner philip rtm*erg
director d photography ¡pry fisher, bic. executive producers nauini faner and bum haffiis
written bvimnifoner proAioed bi' aany mbtnson and »iffia dunw
directed bvadnev tenet

"N O W PLAYING AT SPECIALLY
SELECTED THEATRES"
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Students
Speak
Compiled and photographed by Kevin Onorevole

Q. With all o f the hospital waste
being washed up on the Jersey
Shore, what do you think should
be done about it?
“They should get the people
responsible for the dumpings.
Tom Kean should start faking
some responsibility for it!”
M att Siegal

“I feel that the dumpers should
be given an autom atic jail term
w ith a fine, and com m unity
service when they come out!”
Eddie Hernandez

“Find the source o f the problem
and incinerate the waste like it is
supposed to be.”
Bob D e Steno

“First, they should find the source
of the dumpings. After they’ve
found out who the dumpers are
they should be given a heavy fine
for the first offense, and jail for
any offense after that.”
A lexis D rullinsky

“I think that nothing can really
be done about the waste, just stop
the dumpers.
A ngelo Cilente

“60 FOR THE GOLD”
•nr*

w ith

Become

L E G ISL A T O R
Petitions A vailable:
PlaeesStudent Government Office,Student Center Annex Room 103
Due: Sept. 23rd, Noon!!

ft Thp Mnntclarion/ Thursday, September 15, 1988
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p
id
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X FITNESS CENTER
«PERSONALIZED T R A IN IN G
*LIFECYCLES*FREEW EIGHTS
«N UTRITIO N PR O G R A M S
«CERTIFIED IN STR U C TO R S
«WOLF T A N N IN G SYSTEM
«SELECTORIZED MACHINES

JOHN MOLLENHAUER
DIRECTOR

567 BLOOMFIELD AVE.*VERONA N J 239-9633

$75 SEMESTER
1 month $35

NEWLY
RENOVATED

2 months $65
3 months $85

Fitness

Present this coupon w/college I.D

Open 7 days
M-F: 5 AM-12 pm
Sun: 9:30 AM-5 PM
Sat: 9:30 AM-7 PM
(201) 2 3 9 -9 6 3 3
5 6 7 Bloomfield ave. Verona NJ 0 7 0 4 4
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THE M O N T C L A IR
PR O TE STA N T
FO U N D A TIO N

welcomes to campus all new and returning
students. We hope you will take advantage
of many educational, sociological, and
spiritual resources while you are here.
The Montclair Protestant Foundation, a
joint ministry of several Protestant churches,
encourages you to worship at the church of
your choice.
We offer a time of prayer and devotion
to begin your week and lift your midweek.
We are open to students, faculty and staff.
Worship
Mon. & Wed. 12:00-12:30
4th floor Student Center

C la ssifie d
-Looking for an apartment to
share? Call Vicki 994-2965.
-E.O.F.S.A.B. will be having its
first general membership meet
ing on Monday, September
19,1988. Freshmen and upper
classmen be there! It’s exciting!!
-Thursday, Sept., 22 at 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the S.C. Lobby
Pledge tables sponsored by Phi
Chi Omega.
ESSAYS & REPORTS

A unique new business has opened in Upper
Montclair that can solve a problem of
yours
WE ’RE CALLED :

POST OFFICE PLUS
DON'T LOSE MAIL DURING INTER
SESSION. HAVE A PERMANENT, PRI
VATE UPPER M O N TC L A IR A D 
DRESS. WITH US YOU CAN ASSESS
YOUR MAIL 24 HOURS A DAY,7
DAYS A WEEK, 365 DAYS A YEAR.

16,278 to choose from-all subects(
Order catalog today with
Visa/MC or COD
We offer many other services. Another
that might help you is our packaging and
Call 1-800-351-0222
shipping service.
Or, rush $2.00 to:
Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN.
HAVE SOMETHING TO SEND HOME
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
OR TO A FRIEND?
Custom research also available!

DROP IT OFF AND WE TAKE CARE
OF THE REST.

A ttention

PLUS: PHOTOCOPIES(24 H O U R S )-FA X - P A C K - .
ING SUPPLIES AND MORE .

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY I

POST OFFICE, PLUS...

Watch for other events.
M.P.F office Room 409 Student Center

Campus chapter being
organized at MSC. If you are
interested in the issue of affor
dable housing in this area,
contact Lise Greene in the 0551 Valley Rd.
¡(Upper Mtc.
President’s office, 893-4213.
6746-5500
1)746-3147-FAX

Postal & Business Services

R i g h t n e x t t o CVS p a r k i n g l o t

For you to s e t in volved
in a very unique ser v ice
T he D rop-In C en ter n eed s
caring and d ed ica ted v o lu n teers
D rop-In to d a y or call 893-5271.

A p p lication D eadline: S ep t. 16
T raining B egins: S ep t. 18

W e’re located betw een
the Student C enter and
Richardson Hall

D R O P—IN CENTER
PEER COUNSELLING
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE

A SERVICE OF YOUR SGA
:« •?: r '-r

r .-

JV ì” .**-»Vi’

r ? *■

- : : »4*
* .* '? * * " -

-
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Help Wanted

TVPING

WANT TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF
AIR FORCE ROTC?

-Retail Sales: Princeton Ski
Shop in Paramus seeks sales
persons in both clothing and
equipment depts. full and part
time. Flexible schedule. Good
pay for experienced individuals.
Call 843-3900.
-American seminars is seeking
assertive individuals to teach
“zero down” real estate semin
ars. You’ve seen them on T.V.,
now do them in person. $3,000
to $6,000 P /T -$ 10,000 to
$15,000 F /T possible. For in
terview call 208/336-2903.

LOWEST PRICES
FASTEST SERVICE
OPEN
7 DAVS

Not all colleges and universities offer Air Force ROTC If you
want the advantages of Air Force
ROTC and your school doesn’t have the
program, you still may be able to participate
Ask about the “crosstown" program, wu may be
able to take Air Force ROTC at another college in your
area
Wfe have four- and two-year programs that lead to an Air
Force commission. \6u may also apply lor a scholarship that
pays some college expenses, phis $100 tax free per academ
ic month. Contact;

R E S U M E S 'R E P O C T S 'T H E S E S
E N G IN E E R IN G 'M E D IC A L 'L E G A L

"W E TEACH LOTUS”
CAP WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE

CAPT MILLARD HOWARD
201-596-3624

3 6 8 -3 9 3 4

-Waitresses/waiters, lunch and
dinner (will work around school
schedule) H ostess/H ost p /t
nights. Casey’s 955 Allwood
Rd„ Clifton-773-2110
-Students and Clubs to join the
‘88-‘89 Student Travel Services’
Sales Team. Earn CASH and/
or FREE Winter and Spring
Break vacations. Travel with the
best to our exciting ski and sun
destinations. For more informa
tion call 1-800-648-4849.
-Banquet
waiters
and
waitresses-part time-less than 2
miles from campus, flex, hours.
Call Friar Tuck Inn after 5 PM.
239-4500.
-Landscaping. Help wanted.
Reliable, hard-working individ
ual needed for part time or full
time position. Flexible hours,
good wages, will train. Tele
phone: 447-6205.
-P art time anim al shelter
workers needed (preferably
including weekends); Call on
weekdays at 746-5451.

■¡33TC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

GETAHEADSTART
ONYOUR FUTURE
at
T H E P R U D E N T IA L C A R E E R

EXPO

W e d n e s d a y O c to b e r 5 th
3 :3 0 - 7 :0 0 p m
If you're an ambitious and energetic individual with executive potential, exciting possibilities
await you at THE PRUDENTIAL — one of the nation's largest diversified financial services
organizations.

-Counter person wanted for
Pronto Printing. Good wages,
flexible hours, 5 min. from
campus. For interview and
details call 256-1355.
-Flexable hours in Wayne, P/
T, day hours, MUST have car.
No experience necessary. $6.00
hr. after training, PLUS BO
NUSES! Cleaning homes. Guys
welcome. Call 838-8298.
-P /T receptionist wanted for
Marlin Commercial Bankers in
Totowa. Personable and attrac
tive manners in office and on
telephone. Call 201-890-9333.
Ask for John Maheah.
-Feature film shooting in Mont
clair, N.J. Sat., Sept. 17 and
Sun., Sept. 18 needs lacrosse
players, fans, and crowd con
trollers. Please call Stefanie or
Mike at (201)746-7958
-Administrative Assistant to
manage national school net
work. Office hours-2 to 10 hours
a week. Some writing required.
Contact Dr. Barelle at ext. 5191.
-Starting this fall, Career Ser
vices will serve as a clearing
house for on-campus employ
ment. Career Services list jobs
for all department. Flexible
hours.

Come to the CAREER EXPO at our corporate offices in Roseland and explore the challeng
ing careers available in:

• Financial Services
• information Systems
• Asset Management
• Administration
• Medical Technology
At this information gathering seminar, you’ll have an opportunity to talk with PRUDENTIAL
executives from your area of interest, as well as recent college graduates who are now
members of the PRUDENTIAL team.
If you have a strong background in Accounting. Finance. Economics. Math. Computer
Science, Liberal Arts, Chemistry and Biology, this is a great chance to discover what lies
ahead! Join us on October 5; refreshments will be served.
Contact the Career Placement Office for more information. And if you can't make it to the
Career Expo, send your resume to: The Prudential Employment Center Personnel Dept.. 56
N. Livingston Avenue, Roseland, NJ 07068.

THE BIGGEST IS LOOKING FOR THE BEST!
equal opportunity employer

The Prudential

continued on p. 17
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Registration
A P I D R A F T IN G & D E S IG N S T U D E N T S

Bring Mme Hack t<>
> d iu n | lists tu

kot'iuj; \n Kmporium

.v lu T r v o u II llfltl

nrn thing you
need from brushes,
pads, paints. &
T-squares to tables
lamps ¿4chairs
> '( M B O i

Confirmation schedules were
mailed to all students for the fall
1988 semester, on Sept. 22,
1988. Schedules for students
who live on campus were sent
to their home address.
Students must review this
schedule to make sure that the
courses agree (by number, day,
and time) with those which they
are attending.
If there is ANY discrepancy
with your schedule, you must
report to the Office of the
Registrar, Immediately!
Failure to resolve these dis
crepancies will result in no
credit or failing grades for some
of your courses. All registration
must be made by October 4,
1988.
If you have not received a
confirm ation schedule, you
must report to the Office of the
Registrar immediately.
All copies of your registration
transactions should be brought
with you when making inquir
ies

I

future.
I teach.’

touch the

Christa McAuliffe
1948-1986
To Apply to the Program
Visit the O ffice of
Teacher Education
Chapin Hall Room 0 0 3

3

.W iiio w b ro o k M ail

.Scar# W in g

m
Art,
H seo u n t w/MSC ID
Except Sale item#

A101
Freshman Orientation

S p e c ia l W e e k e n d
1H o u rs

T he C o lleg e S to re
w ill
be
op en
S a t., S ep t. 10 and 17
from
9:00 a.m .-3:00
p.m.

Nothing could have prepared me
tor the first few moments w ith mv
room mate. “Aniquc’—nothing more,
just ‘Aniquc’’—was her name. Change
the “A” to a“U”and you've got a
description.
When they asked what type of
roommate I wanted, I didn't know that
I needed to be more specific than nonsmoker. 1could swear I saw a picture
of Aniquc on a postcard I got from
London. Within five minutes, I found
our that she was an Art History stu
dent, into the Psychedelic Furs, and
totally, totally against the domesti
cation ofanimals.
I was just about ready to put in
for a room transfer when she
reached into her leather
backpack, pulled out a
can of Suisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay I
decided I’d keep an open mind.
As we sipped our cups, 1
found out that Anique and 1share
the same fondness for Cary Grant
movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.
That gave us plenty to talk about.
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Get out there and vote
“It doesn’t matter,” “I don’t have the time,” “I don’t like the
either of the candidates,” these are just a few “reasons” elgible
voters will use for not doing their duty on Nov 8.
The truth is there is no “reason” not to vote. It is a responsiblity
that every one in this country has. Unfortunately, many do not
see it that way. A recent survey showed only 16 to 17 percent
of all college students in America actually take the time out to
vote.
The student government has taken steps to make voter
registration easier for the students of Montclair.
In about two weeks the SGA will be holding a voter registration
drive in an attempt to get students involved. Absentee ballots
will be made available for students who live on campus and are
without transportation.
At a meeting between SGA leaders recently, the president of
Rutgers New Brunswick SGA, Robert Hill, complained that he
had tried to arrange to have voting booths brought on campus,
but was met with resistance from the town of New Brunswick
and the college administration.
While suggestions were circulating about what would be the
best approach to convince municipal and administrative officials
of the need for voting booths on campus, another student from
Rutgers said, “Hey, if these people really wanted to vote, don’t
you think they would make the effort to go into town and cast
a ballot? Most voting booths are centrally located.”
This student had a point. It’s often not convenient for campus
residents to, say, get their hair cut, or shop for a present. Even
so, somehow they manage to get these inconvenient errands done.
Is it a matter of importance? Are we a campus of self-absorbed
individuals who care more about the way their hair looks than
who is leading their country?
With the bond issue on the ballot, Montclair State stands to
receive $13 million in state funds. These monies, with the addition
of the college’s $6.5 million, can be used for the building of a
new library, construction of a new access road to the college and
the purchase of supplies like student computers.
In addition, this means more classrooms in Harry E. Sprague
Library, the old library building. This will open up much-needed
space, and some speculate that business majors may even have
their own building.
By voting you will not only be doing your duty but helping
to procure funds that will inevitably help the student population.
Stated simply, get out there and register. For those of you that
don’t—you have absolutely no right to complain.
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What’s George really saying?
WASHINGTON—I think often now of people
I know who attest to George Bush’s good
qualities—intelligence, sensitivity and, they insist,
decency. These people know Bush and so what
they say I take into account. Still, the campaign
he’s waging reflects none of those qualities.
What we see emerging is George Bush the
demagogue. Gone is the wimp, the elitist—all the
pejorative terms once used (sometimes unfairly)
to characterize the Vice President. In its place
is a new man—a politician who cannot pass up
the cheap shot and who thinks campaigns are
only about winning and not, as the cliche goes,
about how you play the game. George Bush plays
dirty.
Take the Pledge of Allegiance flap. Bush has
seized on it because it’s symbolic of something
else—respect for the civil rights of minorities. Is
Bush waging a campaign against that? Does he
think that Jehovah Witnesses should be com
pelled to recite the Pledge in violation of their
religious beliefs? The Supreme Court in 1943
ruled otherwise. What does Bush believe?
The principles enunciated in that Supreme
Court decision represent the very best in
Americanism. Bush must know this. Yet he
persists in nagging Dukakis about his veto. Is
he, in fact, saying “minority rights be damned”?
Is he saying a Supreme Court decision can be
ignored? Just what in the world is he saying?
I think Bush is saying that almost anything
is justified in that most holy of all causes—a
winning presidential campaign. His constant
attack on the American Civil Liberties Union is
in the same spirit (meanness) as his attack on
Dukakis for vetoing the Pledge bill. The ACLU,
to its credit, has never been a popular organ
ization. T hat’s because it devotes itself to
unpopular causes-ones that often, over time, gain
near universal acceptance.
For instance, the ACLU in 1942 challenged
the constitutionality of the internm ent of
Japanese-Americans. President Reagan just
signed a bill that attempted to redress that
outrage. Was the ACLU wrong in 1942? If so,
the President and Congress are wrong today. A
little late, they have adopted the original ACLU
position.
The ACLU defended the right of John T. Scopes
to teach evolution, the right to publish James
Joyce’s “Ulysses” in the United States, the right
of blacks to attend intergrated schools, the right
of the poor to legal counsel (the Miranda case),
the principle of one-man-one-vote, the rights of*
blacks and others to vote. And the ACLU was
one of the first to insist that the Constitution

applies to women. Now even Robert Bork agrees.
The ACLU has also worked the other side of
the ideological street. When it thought consti
tutional principles were at stake, it defended the
rights of Nazis, KKK members, John Birchers,
zealous anti-communists, conservative political
groups and employers fighting unionization.
Exactly what in this menu of causes prompts
George Bush to gag“
Surely George Bush understands the principles
involved. He may not agree with the ACLU on
each and every issue (I sure don’t). But for him
to say, as he has repeatedly, that Mike Dukakis
is “a card-carrying member of the ACLU” is not
only evocative of McCarthyism (“card-carrying
member of the Communist Party”), it’s insulting
to the voter.
Bush’s attack on Dukakis for his Pledge veto
and his characterization of him as a member of
the ACLU really says nothing. It does not tell
us whether Bush would compel a teacher who
is a Jehovah Witness to recite the pledge or
whether he thinks the internment of American
citizens was a ducky idea. Maybe in a debate,
Dukakis could put those questions to him.
Maybe, even, Dukakis would unabashedly
enunciate what his principles are—that even
without a Supreme Court decision, he would be
loath to compel anyone to recite the Pledge.
(Okay, I’m a dreamer.)
All his life, George Bush has done what’s
necessary to advance his career. He has been both
a moderate and a conservative. He has switched
his position on abortion so often that, earlier
this year, his own campaign organization could
not say if he once was pro-choice. Now he is
waging a campaign that recalls Spiro Agnew,
another moderate-cum-conservative who stood,
boldly, for nothing.
It could be Bush is telling us something with
his attacks on Dukakis. It could be we are hearing
from a man who is tone deaf to minority rights.
But if that’s the case, then this is not the George
Bush described by his friends—nor the man who
takes such evident joy in his Hispanic grandchild
ren. He wouldn’t dare tell his grandchildren that
his opponent is a card-carrying member of the
ACLU. In gratitute for what the ACLU has done
for Hispanics, they might wish they could vote
for Dukakis.
Richard Cohen is a syndicated columnist with
the Washington Post Group.
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editorial/letters
“Broads and B ooze”:

D an Quayle’s sugar-coated life
To the Editor:
Who is Dan Quayle? The up
roar over his use of family
influence to avoid military
service in Vietnam is obscuring
other defects in his background.
Quayle’s close friends and
family acknowledge his glaring
lack of intellectual ability.
Theodore Bendall, Quayle fam
ily attorney recently said that if
there was one thing he could
change about the Indiana sena
tor it would be to “increase his
IQ. He is not an intellect.”
Qualye’s father freely admits
that his son’s main interest in
school was “broads and booze."
Dan Quayle’s mediocre aca
demic standing in high school
apparently prevented him from
applying to major universities.
Instead he went to little De-

Pauw University where his
grandfather was a member of
the board of trustees and a
major contributor.
In college Quayle had a
reputation for being a poor
student, frequently drinking to
excess, and dating many
women. A former professor
says Quayle received mostly C’s
and he got a D in at least one
course in his major, political
science. His good looks and
nonintellectual image led some
classmates to nickname him
derisively as “face man.”

Clark Adams, a former class
mate, said “He was not a guy
to take a position on anything
except who his date was on
Friday night and where to get
drunk on Saturday night.”
A nother classm ate, Joseph

Wirt, said Quayle majored in
“girls, golf, and alcohol” at
DePauw.
Quayle’s college record was
so spotty that a furor erupted
in 1982 when the college an
nounced it would award an
honorary doctor of laws degree
to Quayle. The faculty secretly
voted 32-24 against awarding
the degree.
Despite Quayle’s assertion
last week that “I was interested
in joining the National Guard
because it enabled me to go to
law school as soon as possible,”
he did not go to law school right
away. He did not meet the
academic requirements of Indi
ana University’s law school.
“They wouldn’t take him in,” his
father, James Quayle told the
Washington Post. A year later,
“Somehow he got in, he talked
his way in" and attended night

school, James Quayle said.
Although Quayle said that he
sought to bypass the military
because of his intense interest
in becoming a lawyer, there is
no evidence that he accomp
lished anything substantial as an
attorney. Quayle’s friends in the
legal profession cannot re
member any cases that he
handled. Almost immediately
after opening his law practice,
Quayle told his father he wanted
to do something else and be
came assistant publisher of his
father’s newspaper.
His grandfather, Eugene Pullian, who headed the most
powerful newspaper empire in
Indiana was famous for blatant
ly mixing right wing politics and
newspaper journalism with im
punity. Quayle’s father, James
Quayle was a member of the
ultraconservative John Birch

Society in the 1960’s.
The financial and editorial
backing of his father got Quayle
elected to the House in 1976.
With the strong backing of his
uncle’s Indianapolis newspapers
he became a U.S. senator in
1980.
Voters have an opportunity
to beat Bush and bag Quayle
in November. Dan Quayle is
another example of the intellec
tually bankrupt yuppie scum the
country, club Republicans are
trying to foist on the American
public as a poor excuse for
leadership. The voters can see
through their goody-two-shoes
facade and trite cliches.

Jim Senyszyn
Naugatuck, Cl

Tommy Talks

U nm itigated gall ruins
com m encem ent cerem ony
I’m really looking forward to
this new school year. What’s
that? You think I’m kidding?
No, I’m not. I really feel that
this will be one of the most
productive years MSC students
will ever see.
I see unlimited growth for the
SGA. I see more student invol
vement. I see more student input
in the administrative policies of
the college. I see more events
from the programming Class I’s.
I see Class II’s, Ill’s and IV’s
playing a much larger role in
the SGA structure. I see an
unheralded new dawning for
students.
After our successful “VOTE
YES” campaign and protest
over lack of student parking, I
know we can and will make a
difference. We will not sit idly
by while our concerns are not
addressed, which leads me to
voice a concern I’ve heard all
summer from some of the grad
uates of 1988.
A little flashback—the date is
May 24,1988. A sweltering hot,
sunny day. A proud moment for
2400 graduates and their fam
ilies. A time they wish to recall
for all their lives. A day the
graduates have been striving
for: the completion of those

tenuous college years.
graduates have been striving
for: the completion of those
tenuous college years.
They look forward for words
of encouragement from our
guest speaker. They expect
some congratulatory remarks.
They await to hear how they will
prosper as graduates of MSC.
Sure, they get this alright. What
they also received was a six
minute unscheduled lecture by
State Senator Wynona Lipman.
This lecture featured her
perspective on our school’s
racial problems. I quote
her,“However, we are also at a
school which is struggling with
the problem of racial conflicts.”
Here? Just what racial conflicts
is she refering to? We haven’t
had one report of racial conflicts
all year!
I hope she wasn’t alluding to
the track coach incident. If she
was, she ought to get her facts
straight before she makes er
roneous statements. You know
what that’s called? Unmitigated
gall! How dare anyone take this
festive atmosphere and turn it
into a political and racial forum!
Back in April, during SGA
officer elections, the students
voted on whether or not they
wanted to have their names read
at commencement. Eighty-eight
percent of those voting wanted

the names to be read. Isn’t it
amazing that the college admin
istration did not allow graduat
ing students names to be read
aloud, after a majority voted in
favor to do so?
This request couldn’t be
granted because of lack of time
but they allowed a nonscheduled speaker, a recipient of
a honorary degree, to waste six
minutes of our time by telling
us of non-existent problems on
our campus.
I believe that we have a
unique and diverse blend of
cultural and racial representa
tion on this campus. The intergration of these backgrounds
creates an atmosphere that
other schools envy and allows
this existence to be harmonious
and fruitful to every student.
Black, white, Arab, Hispanic, it
doesn’t matter, our bond here
makes our relationship special
and that’s something I’m proud
of.
“I accept it (the honorary
degree) with mixed emotions,”
she said. Well, maybe it’s time
we find some recipients that will
enjoy their awhrd and have
something constructive and
positive to say.
Tommy Mergola is president o f
the SGA.
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AMERICA’S * FRATERNITY
Montclair State's only International
Social Fraternity
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says he is “delighted with Cam
pus Police and all others in their
work in apprehending these
people.” He is also “very happy
with the support of students to
double check the information
and help get these convictions
in court.”
Martin adds that he has a
commitment to prosecute, and
the college does now have the
capacity to apprehend both
bomb threats and false fire
alarms. He said, “We do care,
and we will do whatever we

H EW LETT
PACKARD

HP-17B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR

Errors last week
In last week’s issue of The
Guide, Delta Kappa Psi and the
Accounting Club were over
looked in the listing of class
organizations.
In addition, HRO is not
having a pre-weekend work
shop on Oct. 5.
The Montclarion regrets any
confusion these errors may have
caused.

M in o r ity s tu d e n ts
A Minority Students Men
tors reception will be held on
Monday, Sept. 19, from 4:00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m., in the Student
Center Ballrooms A and B.
This reception is for all fresh
men minority students in order
to introduce them to their
mentors. Refreshments will be
served.
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New Members ’ Meeting
The Montclarion cordially invites
you to a new members * m e e t i n g .
You have your choice of time slots :
Tues., Sept. 30, 7 :3 0 p .m .
and Wed. , S e p t . 3 1 , 3 : 0 0 p . m .

All meetings held in the Student
Center Annex, room 112
The Montclarion is a Class I org. of the SGA.

Attention AU Greeks:
Mandatory meeting on Tuesday, September 20, 1988, <§) 7:30

P ersonals
-Kris - The thing on my face
is almost gone, I can’t wait to
kiss you. Me
-E-N-C You might be higher
than me, but 1 can dance better
than you. Mr Turtle.
-Claude- This last week has been
lonely without you. Get well.
Petey.
-Tom, Matt, Perry, & BarbaraThanks for all the help. The
Montclarion

S.I.L.C. IS A CLASS I
ORGANIZATION
OF THE SGA

-Hoot-1 can’t sleep unless I beat
you first. Your Bro.
-Athena-Do you ever stop eat
ing ? Guess who !
-Donna- Nice legs in those
peach shorts in the library. An
admirer.
-Paul - I hope your enjoyong
Albany, because it’s 3:30 in the
morning. John & Lynn
-Tom, Matt, Perry, & BarbaraBest of luck, go for the gold,
love, ex—Exec V.P.

S.I.L .C . P resen ts :
INTRAMURAL
FLAG
FOOTBALL

TEAMS,PLAYERS, AND REFEREES ARE NEEDED TO START
THE FALL SEASON WITH A SCORING DRIVE!
TEAM CAPTAINS MEETING WILL BE
ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 16th.
GAMES WILL BEGIN TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 20th.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL: S.I.L.C.
AT 893-5245 OR 893-7494
START OFF THE SEASON RIGHT:
JOIN THE STUDENT INTRAM
URAL & LEISURE COUNCIL.
Miii

> /7 j
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arts/entertainment

Players find True West
By Luisa Carrizo
Assistant Arts Editor________
The following Players pro
duction was reviewed at the
final dress rehearsal.

Photo by Bill Cogan

Sam Shepard’s True West as
portrayed by Players, was an
explosive and riveting play
about two brothers going
through the painful process of
finding out who they are and
where they are going.
The play takes place in mod
ern time Southern California.
The set is a rustic living area
with western decor giving a
“homelike” atmosphere.

Players presents True West this
weekend.

The lives of the main char
acters, brothers Lee and Austin,
are the main focus of the play.
Lee (John Wooten Jr.) is a
volatile, misguided young man
who flirts around the outskirts
of life not having any true
direction. He is very angry at
life and its misgivings which
account for his hostile person
ality.
Austin (Jim Gushue), on the
other hand, is a well-educated,
seemingly
well-adjusted
screenwriter who is at first
passive, but later reveals a deep
disturbance about the life he has
been leading.
The major conflict between
the two family members is that
they are alter-egos of each other.
In turn, they want what they
can’t have. Austin longs for the
on-hands experience that his
desert dwelling brother has. Lee
longs to “fit in” to society, a
place where he is rejected.
Wooten is explosive in as Lee.
Every bit of energy he contained
was put into his portrayal of the
disturbed brother. It is evident
that Wooten delved deep into
his character’s history and
uncovered the mannerisms of a
frazzled, perturbed man.
His performance was incred
ible and intense, and also
brought forth good comedic
quality.
Gushue plays the part of an
older, mature person well. His

performance was solid and his
actions came from the “inside
out” which was effective consid
ering the nature of his character.
This internal struggle within the
artist was believable and inter
esting to watch.
Steven Binsky, who played
Jesus in Godspell, portrayed a
producer who reviewed material
for both Austin and Lee. Binsky
brought forth accurate qualities
of the stereotypical L.A. pro
ducer. His performance was
consistent and quite humorous.
Alexandra Shuss, senior,
played the mother of the two
main characters. She also ap
peared in Mid Summer Nights
Dream. Her character was
bizarre and passive and can
most likely account for some of
Lee and Austin’s problems.
True West was directed by
Natalie Ferrier. This is her
directorial debut at MSC, and
her creativity worked well with
in the framework of the .play.
The set and lights were arranged
by Chris Grassi.
Thought provoking ques
tions are asked in True West.
The play presents the theme that
life is a chase. Are you being
chased or are you doing the
chasing? It also asks, “what is
success?” Is it materialism and
what society dictates or some
thing else? What is true any
more?

S low hand rocks arena audience
By Doron Abrahami
Correspondent_____
I strolled up to the Brendan
Byrne Arena for the Eric Clap
ton concert with a bad attitude,
a very bad attitude. I was sure
that this was going to be the
worst concert experience of my
life for three reasons.
First, the concert was taking
place in an arena, a place far
too large to express oneself in.
That is, how can there be any
interaction between the band
and a member of the audience
sitting in the nineteenth row of
the upper deck? Secondly, I had
never heard of the opening act.
Finally, though, the headliner’s
reputation is almost unequaled
in that ever undefined “world
of rock.”
I had not seen nor heard a
live rendition of one of his songs
without the accompaniment of
about thirty has-been rock stars
and another twenty burnt-out
not-quite-ever-beens all playing
percussion. Boy, was 1 wrong!
By the time the opening act
was ready to take the stage, I
hated myself for paying twenty
dollars to get in. Suddenly, the
lights went down. And there .
V a V A 'A V A V A V A V j

they were, a seven piece, racially
mixed Louisiana band featuring
two guitarists, a bassist,
drummer, saxophonist, and a
washboard (washboard?) player
all led by a great vocalist who
plays one mean accordian. Yes,
that’s right, the accordian. And
thank God for that, because
Buckwheat Zydeco was one of
the best bands I’ve ever seen.
They lit the Arena on fire with
their spicy Cajun blues. Though
most of the audience was unreceptive, the band cooked, not
allowing indifference to slow
their speedy pace.
All too soon their short set
was over. Clapton, slowhand,
entered and was divine. It was
not at all hard to see why some
consider him to be the greatest
rock/blues guitarist alive.
His masterful technique and
outstanding phrasing helped
propel his more than talented
band (including Mark Knopfler
of “ Dire S traits” fame on
rhythm guitar) to new territories
of the rock frontier.
Clapton opened his show
with the Cream classic “Cross
Roads.” After the mandatory
‘Hello New Jersey” comments,
the band launched in “White
, Room” vet. another £las sic/com

the late sixties.
Other tasty tidbits included
‘W onderful,” “ Sunshine of
Your Love,” and Michelob
Beer’s “After Midnight” and an
extremely well-arranged cover
of Bob Marley’s “Stand Up.”
But as important as Clapton’s
brillance was his lack of pomp
to get his point across. He
simply played his guitar, never
trying to impress us with mean
ingless guitar runs at ludicrous
speeds, always trying to be
tasteful and precise. No wasted
notes here.
Well, Clapton is still Clapton
and Buckwheat Zydeco is a
great band. Everyone should
buy their self-titled album.
Unfortunately, arena-rock is
purely merchandising, and very
few bands actually create art,
rather they sell you their pack
aged goods. Go to clubs. Better
yet, stay home and listen to
records.
Clapton fans are not alone in
the music world. Anyone who
listens to the radio for more
than one hour a week would
have recognized 90% of the
tunes played. Nothing obscure
here, just pure, classic trade, mark Clapton golden nuggets.
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Jim Gushue and John Wooten Jr. of True West.
True West is playing September 16 at 2:15 All performanees are in the Student
tember 14-17 at 8 p.m. There
Center Annex.
is one matinee Friday, Sep-
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Nolan’s Notes

W

By Jarrett Nolan
Hello and welcome to the first edition of Nolan’s Notes.
I am its namesake, Jarrett. Before I hit the dirt on what’s
happening in musiedom, let me tell you a little bit about myself.
I am a broadcasting major and a psychology minor. I am also
a third semester junior. (I liked being a junior so much, I decided
to do it again.)
I’m going to try to do this a bit differently than my
predecessor, Pasquale DiFulco, and expand the general interest
of the column to other musical styles, other than rock. So
if you have any information, trivia questions, or tidbits that
I may have inadvertantly overlooked, send them to me in care
of The Montclarion.
Now the virgin column of the year starts off with Michael
Jackson trying to do something that hasn’t been done in about
25 years—remember what he originally looked like.
Actually, he’s trying to tie a record for the most number
ones in a 12-month period. The Beatles went from March 1964
to February 1965 and scored six. MJ started his track run
in September of last year with “I Just Can’t Stop Loving You.”
He’s got until the 24th of the month to tie it. His sixth single
(!), “Another Part of Me,” doesn’t look too promising at its
current position of 12 ...While on the topic of Michael, Taylor
Dayne is touring with him on the European leg of his tour.
Doesn’t he wish his voice was as deep as hers?
D.J. Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince are being sued by the
makers of the Nightmare on Elm Street. The movie makers
say that Jeff and the Prince had infringed on copyright benefits
upon hearing their spoof, “A Nightmare on My Street.” Jeff
and Prince’s record label will start putting stickers on the single
stating that their “Nightmare” isn’t affliated with the movie
series, hoping it will reduce the price of the lawsuit.
Mini-notes: The M TV Video Awards were broadcast on
September 7th with Arsenio Hall in the captain’s seat. Winners
included Suzanne Vega, Guns n’ Roses, and Los Lobos. Prince,
earning two, and INXS, with five, were the big winners of
the evening...Rob Base and D.J. E-Z Rock have an album
coming out. It Takes Two hits the stores later this month...
This month’s album releases also include Anita Baker and
Luther Vandross.Metallica’s A nthrax is already out...
Everyone’s favorite “Boss” has a 4-song EP expected out on
the 6th...
Trivia question for the week was given to me by Evan
Weissman: Where did Pink Floyd get their name? Think about
;t. Until next week...
>'»'«■r »‘g * f t m
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From reel to real

happenings

To top it off, she falls for the
FBI agent who thinks she’s an
accessory to her husband’s
murder. Sound confusing? En
tertaining? Not really. But
Pfeiffer’s performance was real
ly big.
Speaking of “ big,” Tom
Hanks was spectacular in his
portrayal of a little boy in a
man’s body. His mannerisms
and actions were truly convinc
ing. Big gave us the opportunity
to return to our childhood
where our biggest worry was
what color ball we would
bounce. With his strong perfor
mance, Big was a truly enjoy
able comedy.
Once upon a time there was
a boy named Pee Wee...but now
he’s a man...or is he? Pee Wee's
Big Top Adventure is another
trip into the time-warped mind
of Paul Reubens, star of his half
hour comedy show and Pee
Wee’s Big Adventure
Our young star falls in love.
But alas, he already has a
girlfriend! This isn’t the pre
adolescent geek from the first
movie. Add to this surprise the
lack of adventure and ridiculous
humor, this movie loses much
of its focus on the audience. It
isn’t directed at children and is
not entertaining enough for

Studio Theatre Series

By Luisa Carrizo and
Jennifer G. Stelevich________

As the summer sun sizzled
and the humidity matched the
scorching temperature, the air
conditioned relief of the local
movie theatre was sometimes
better than the films themselves.
Beginning the summer recap
is probably the most creative
film of the year. Who Framed
Roger Rabbit? a murder mys
tery set in “Toon Town,” stars
everyone’s favorite cartoon
characers. With the leading
“man” a rabbit and his wife a
scanitly drawn bombshell, the
movie releases the audience
from the stale types cast in other
films.
The magic of this chaotic
comedy is in its daring techni
cality. With both human per
formers and colorful characters
the movie offers cinematic fun
for all ages.
Consider if you will, off beat
wife Angela, played by starlet
Michelle Pfeiffer, married to a
mob henchman. When this
mobster hubby is murdered by
the mob’s big cheese, her prob
lems are far from ceasing. This
mob chieftan decides he wants
to play cat-and-mouse with
Angela as his insanely jealous
wife harasses her.

adults. Maybe Pee Wee isn’t
ready for puberty, yet.
Another smash comedy to hit
the big screen this summer was
A Fish Called Wanda. This film
was about burglary in England
and laughter in the movie
theatres. Not only was the story
line refreshingly different, the
performances by the actors were
top notch.
Monty Python’s John Cleese
and Michael Palin were superb
in their roles and their comedic
timing was excellent. A Fish
Called Wanda was this
summer’s must see.
Midnight Run with Charles
Grodin and Robert DeNiro is
a masterful caper of mafia gangs
and the FBI. The two actors
compliment
each
other
throughout the film as they race
the clock in this well-timed
comedy.
Cleverly staged and well
performed, the film marks
originality in its combination of
adventure with two fine actors
in roles which couldn’t have fit
them better.
With comedy and heat com
ing from the movies, there really
was no escape from the summer
sun. Audiences can only hope
the winter winds will be warmed
by more cinematic sizzlers.

Samuel Beckett’s classic Waiting For Godot opens the 198889 season at MSC.
The production opens Thurs., Sept. 22 and runs through
Sat., Sept. 24, as well as, Thurs., Sept. 29 through Sat., Oct.
1. Performances will be at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
Ticket prices are: standard, senior citizen, MSC faculty, and
alumni $2; students with MSC ID $1. The box office opens
at 7:30 p.m. on the nights of the performance. For further
information, call 893-5112.

Art forum lecture series
Beginning on Sept. 8, the Art Forum Lecture Series will
resume its free Thurs. afternoon presentations by working artists
and professionals in the Calcia Fine Arts Building Auditorium.
From 3 to 5 p.m., the series features experts giving presentations
on various art forms.
Among the professional artists to appear are Lori Lindenfield,
fiber artist; Ed Ruda, abstract painter; Sandi Fellman, artist/
photographer; Deidre Bibby, curator of American art; Nancy
Bowen, sculptor; and Pat Oleszko, performance artist. For more
information, call Patricia Lay 893-4307.

Players presentation
Players presents Sam Shepard’s True West Wed., Sept. 14
through Sat., Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. and Fri. Sept. 16 at 2:15 p.m.
in room 126 in the Student Center Annex.
Tickets are $4.50 standard; $3.50 senior citizens and faculty;
$2.50 students with MSC ID. For more information call 8935159.
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If you are interested in the Greek life
or just want to party with the oldest and
m ost “disruptive” Fraternity on cam pus,
STOP BY!
RFMEMBER
DO NT LET EDUCATION INTERFERE WITH COLLEGE!
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T u b e T a lk
By Raymond Ecke
Editorial Page Editor
Greetings once again T.V.
fans, yes its me, Ray, your ever
so humble television columinst
ready to give you the latest in
television news.
Saturday Night Live begins
its 14th season on Oct, 8.
Hosting SNL's first show will
be Tom “the Big man” Hanks
and musician Keith “thank God
1 quit drugs, I look so much
belter” Richards. Executive
producer Lome Michaels has a
long list of hot celebs set to host
the new season. One word of
warning, expect the first four
shows to focus on the upcoming
ele lion.
Johnny Cash to play Davy
Crockett? Yes it’s true, Johnny
will portray the frontiersman in
a multi-part adventure series for
NBC’s The Magical World o f
Disney. Cash plays Davy as an
old man recalling tales of his life
to a younger Crockett played by
Tim Dunigan.

Ready for something lame?
Nancy Reagan will appear on
ABC’s The Flintstones Kids
Just Say No. The show will
concentrate on the Flintstone
kids as they learn the impor
tance of just saying “no” to
drugs. It will also feature new
anti-drug lyrics set to the music
of Michael Jackson’s Beat It
plus another song written by his
sister LaToya. My question is
will Nancy be sporting a bone
through her coif?
For all those who enjoy Win
Lose or Draw, the show will be
taping today at the Wollman
Rink in Central Park. It begins
at 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. No tickets
are needed and all are invited
to attend. The shows will air on
CBS the week of November 14.
Call me Mr. Inquisitive but why
do they call it Win, Lose “or”
Draw? It seems to me they don’t
have a choice, they just draw.
Duh!
The M orton Downey Jr.
Show is in the process of trying
to book vice-president George
Bush for an upcoming show.

According to the show’s pro
ducer Bill Boggs, there is a good
chance that he will be a guest.
Gosh, if Dan Rather confused
him what will Morton or more
importantly his audience do to
him? Stay tuned.
Roseanne Barr makes her
network premiere on ABC in
her own sit-com called (creativly
enough) Roseanne. The show
begins on Oct 18 and can be
seen on Tuesday’s before
Moonlighting.
Lame Movie of the Week:
Sssssss (1973) Friday at mid
night on ABC. This is one
stupid movie about a mad
scientist who is into changing
his lab assistants into king
cobra’s. Ooh I’ve got goose
bumps just thinking about it.
Hasty Bananna!

F lo y d in con cert
j

□
□
TIME = M O N E Y □ By Dominic Pandiscia
□
□
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ D O
□
Correspondent_______
□
□
□
□
So you thought you might
□
□
like to go to the show? I thought
I entered Nassau Colliseum
□ Earn $6. to $16. peraas
on August 22,1988. Pink Floyd:
□
hour
° living legends? Dinosaurs? No
Roger Waters? What type of
□
□ show was I in for? By the time
□
the band entered the stage, I
□ FULL or PART TIMEgknew I was in for a show more
□ like the Pink Floyd Experience
□
□ than a generic rock concert.
□
As I settled in my seat with
□ a couple
□
of hot dogs and beers,
Days, Nights or Weekends
□
I
started
to get the feeling that
□
No Experience Necessary
this show would be different
□
□
any show I witnessed
Entry Level to Advanced
□ than
□
before.
it was the mammoth
□ Convenient Local Assignments □ orbMaybe
which was settled behind the
□
START NOW!
□
stage? Or maybe it was the
□ Acctg., Admin., Bkkpg., Qerical, □ ominous sound of a thunder
□ storm (with assorted helicopter
□ Cust. Relations, Data Entry,
rising from the mon
□ passings)
□
itors which surrounded the
Personnel, Prog., Reception,
□ arena? The sound from the
□
Sec’y. Typing* Word Proc. ...
□ thunder storm was so real, so
□
I could only imagine
CALL NOW!
□ involving,
□
how the band would sound
□ eminating from this quadro
Ask for Wendy at 256-2444
□
□ phonic sound system.
STEEPLE T E M P d R A R Y
□
lights dimmed to the roar
□ of The
SERVICES
□
the crowd and the sound of
as laser beams
□ 25 Notch Road, Little Falls, NJ □ synthesizers
sprung forth from the stage.
□
□ (N e a r Up. M ontclair/Valley Rd.)
begun the single most
□ Thus
involving
concert experience I
□
N E V E R A FEE!
□ have ever had. The song was
□
□ “Shine on You Crazy Dia

...b y the w a y , which o n e ’s Pink?

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ nr

mond.” The opening piece led

to a barrage of material from
A Momentary Lapse o f Reason,
Floyd’s latest album.
Through this first set of music
various images were projected
onto the orb behind the stage
including hallucinatory dreams
and various meanderings of the
mind which left the crowd
aw estruck. Beginning with
“Signs of Life” and closing with
“On the Turning Away” the
band covered most of the mate
rial from their latest effort.
The focus was on the “show”
not on the “band” which gave
room for a remarkable light
show. As they closed out “On
the Turning Away,” David
Gilmour (guitarist) announced
that the band would return after
a short break. What could top
the performance already given?
I asked myself. Stupid question.
As the lights dimmed once
again, I heard the faint sounds
of wind rising to a deafening
volume. This could be only one
song; “One of These Days” from
Meddle. A giant pig suddenly
appeared in the arena flashing
its laser beam eyes at the crowd
and awkwardly floating around
the perimeter of the building
(homage to Roger Waters?)
The band then launched into
a series of pieces from Dark Side
o f the Moon. Wish You Were
Here, undThe Wall.Highlights
included “Welcome to the Ma
chine” (where a giant metallic
armadillo was projected onto
the screen), “On the R un”

(where a hospital bed flew
across the arena onto the stage)
and “Us and Them” (too intense
to describe here).
To close the show, Floyd
performed an extended version
of “Comfortably Numb” which
included blinding lights and
blistering musicianship which
left the crowd beckoning for
more.
After exiting the stage for a
short period, the band returned
for their first encore. Surpris
ingly, they performed “One
Slip” from A Momentary Lapse
o f Reason and then went on to
perform “Run Like Hell” which
was the band’s swan song for
the evening.
The full effect of this concert
did not sink in until the morning
after when I could finally inter
nalize the experience I had the
night before. I was disappointed
that the band neglected material
from Animals as well as any
“pre- Meddle" dabblings, but
what song could have they
deleted to include other mate
rial? How does one do justice
to a show such as that? There
is so much more to mention-explosions, surprises, reac
tions. . . I do, however, feel as
though my original questions
were answered: Pink Floyd;
living legends- yes, dinosaursno, and Roger who?
If you wish to see more, a
concert video filmed at this
show is due for release at a later
date.
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¿61 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count
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-Babysitter wanted for adorable
17 month old girl-2 mornings
or afternoons a week. $3.50 an
hour with lunch-15 minute walk
from MSC. Call 744-0777.
-All majors: earn money, gain
experience. Computer expe
rienced students needed to
become computer Lab Assist
ants for the Spring semester.
Applications available in Richardson W110A.
-Child development student
wanted. Take care of adorable
8 month old girl. 5hrs. 2 days
a week. $50. Flex on days. Jan
783-3590.
-P/T-linen room party rentals.
Flex, hours. Work around your
schedule. Daytime hours. W.
Orange. 736-3356.
-M /F P/T help for bar and
table service drinks and light
food also seeking entertainer for
week-ends. Call eves, only. The
Shanty in Clifton 779-9843.
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AT&T
The right choice.

For Sale
-Chevrolet 1979 Malibu V6, 3speed manual, PS1PB, AC, 110
k mi., one owner, need tires,
$600. 654-3260
-‘78 Toyota Corolla. Best offer.
Reliable car in good shape. 4
speed. Call Roy @ Day 9940100 Night 736-9824.
-68 VW Bug Convertible, excel
lent condition, 60,000 miles on
73 engine, $2,950. .Call 7469314.
-1980 Malibu, good condition,
4 dr., AC, power str., hr. New
exhaust. Brakes redone. $900.
Call 966-2978.
-Musical Inst. 20” zildjian cym
bal 15” hi hat. German student
violin, full size, bow and hard
case. $150. Call Todd 966-2978.

Friday. September .10. 2-8 p m.
Saturday. October I. 10-4 p.m.
Omni Park Central
7th Avenue and 56th Street

FOR FUTURE MBAs

ATTENTION
FACULTY/ADMINISTRATION :

HOUSE FOR SALE

THE SEARCH ENDS HERE
...a t the MBA Forums where you can
Meet representatives from 85 of the country's leading graduate
management schools. Receive the free booklets The MBA
and You and Financial Aid Facts for Future MBAs. Purchase

The Official Guide for GM AT Review. The Official Guide to
MBA Programs, and The Official Software for GMAT Review.

OR RENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
SHORT WALK TO MSC !

Participate in three different workshops:
The MBA and You and MBA Careers (concurrent)
Friday. 3 p.m.. 4:30 p.m.. 6 p.m.
Saturday. 11 a m.. 12:30 p.m.. 2 p.m.
Doctoral Programs
Friday. 4:30 p.m.: Saturday. 12:30 p.m.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION !

Call (800) 537-7982 for workshop descriptions.

PHONE OWNER — 783-5148

Register for the MBA Forums and workshops at the door.
The charge is $5 daily.

OUTSTANDING VALUE !
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G et As and B’s for your parent
and a CD for yourself
Try a Macintosh today-you may win a Sony Discman.

Û

"

Enter September 8 - September 30
The College Store
Student Center Building
Montclair State College

Applr, the Apple logo, ami Macintosh a t registered trademark* of Apple Computer. It* Sonv Dtseman a a trademark of Vare Corporation
No purchase necessary Odds depend on number of entrants See your campus Apple retell« lor compirne contest details Prîtes mav »-»v bom product »bows
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Pennant chases
and horse races
By Ian Saarmann
The Mets rate an “A ” With the baseball season winding down, it looks as if the
Oakland Athletics and New York Mets have established themselves as the teams to beat.
In the American League, the A’s are running away with the Western division crown, leading
last years world champion Minnesota Twins by an overwhelming 10 games. The A’s powerful
lineup is led by soon to be MVP Jose Canseco, who is rapidly closing in a 40 home run-40 stolen
base season. Add Mark McGwire, Dave Parker and All-Star Game MVP Terry Steinbach to
that lineup and you have a home run threat almost every time up. What sets the A’s apart from
the rest however, is their pitching staff. Dave Stewart, Bob Welch and Storm Davis all have over
15 wins and bullpen ace Dennis Eckersly leads the league in saves.
In the American League East, it’s still up for grabs. The Boston Red Sox lead the New York
Yankees and the Detroit Tigers by 4l/ 2 games. That lead is not as safe as it seems, however, because
all three teams have been slumping in the last month. Even the Milwaukee Brewers have jumped
back into the race. Anyway, whoever wins the East doesn’t figure to have enough left to beat
Oakland.
In the National League East, the Mets have finally pulled away from the pesky Pittsburgh Pirates.
Darryl Strawberry has carried the Mets for most of the season and is expected to do so in the
playoffs. The Mets pitching staff has overcome injuries all year and now Dwight Gooden, Ron
Darling and David Cone are all back in top form. Look for rookie third baseman Greg Jeffries
to continue to contribute down the strech run.
In the National League West, the Los Angeles Dodgers have been on top all year and should
be at the end. The only team with an outside chance is the Houston Astros, who are five games
out. Newly acquired Kirk Gibson has returned the Dodgers to their glory days and should win
the NL MVP. Orel Hershiser is the ace of the pitching staff and the suprising Tim Leary has
become a solid starter to help put the Dodgers over the top. The only problem facing the Dodgers
now is how to beat the Mets. New York has beaten L.A. 10 out of 11 games this year and most
of those games were blowouts. If the Dodgers can overcome that barrier they could pull it out.
If not, it could be a Mets sweep.
Football Follies
The NFL is into its second week and the best team so far has to
be the San Francisco 49ers. The have beaten the tough New Orleans Saints and New York Giants,
both on the road. Yes, they were very close games, but any team who can beat the Saints and
the Giants on the road is off to a great start.
The most disapointing team so far has to be the Cleveland Browns. Picked by many to finally
reach the Super Bowl, the Browns are 1-1 and have yet to score a touchdown. The ________
Browns have been hurt by injuries to Bernie Kosar, Webster Slaughter and Hanford
Dixon, but at this point, it might not even matter.
Down the Belmont backstretch

There is an oustanding horse race at
Belmont this Saturday called the Woodward. Forty Niner,the favorite for Horse of
the Year honors, will be matched up against last year’s Kentucky Derby and Preakness
winner, Alysheba. Other horses to watch in the race include Brian’s Time and
Cryptoclearence. Look for Forty Niner and Alyseba to battle down the backstretch
with a game Forty Niner winning his third major race in a row.

At the Meadowlands

On opening day at the Big M, a two year old by
the name of Two Pence ran well considering the monster he was up against that day.
Against moderate to high priced allowance horses, Two Pence may be ready to score.
Also, watch for grass horses shipping in from New England tracks, as they’re finding
the Meadowlands surface much easier to run on. Finally, horses wearing mud caulks
did very well last year at the beginning of the Meadowlands meet, and we’re looking
for that trend to continue.

The Montclarion cordially invites you to
a new m e m b e r s ’ meeting.
You have your choice of time slots :
T u e s ., S e p t . 2 0 , 7 : 3 0 p.m.
a n d Wed. , S e p t . 2 1 , 2 : 0 0 p . m .

All meetings held in the Student Center
Annex, room 112
Cocktails will not be served;
No jacket or tie required.
The Montclarion is a Class I org. of the SGA.

Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. W hat college did Bob Cousy coach following his retiring
from the NBA?
2. W hat thoroughbred finished second to the Triple Crown
winner in each of the three races in 1978?
,
3. W hat Miami Dolphins quarterback played even after
being diagnosed as legally blind?
4. W hat legendary pitcher struck out the first eight batters
he faced in his m ajor league debut?
5. How m any pennants did the New York Yankees win
under Casey Stengel?
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This week’s stumper:
W hat was the starting backcourt for the New Orleans
Jazz in their first ever game in 1974?

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.

The College Consortium for International Studies,
CCIS, is composed of 170 American Universities and
Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long
study abroad programs.
A ccredited Program s • A ffordable Programs
Financial Aid A vailable
• England
• S w itzerland
IRELAND
• Israel
M exico
• Ireland
C anada
Spring Semester
• G erm any
France
In Dublin
• Spain
China
• Italy
Sw eden
St. Patrick’s College
• Qenm ark
Portugal
M aynooth
• Scotland
C olom bia
E cuador
1987 - 88 Over 1500 U S Students Registered for CCIS Programs
English is the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.

CCIS
Suite 511
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
Phone:
(212) 308-1556

College Consortium For International Studies

T rack te a m n eed s m em b ers

The M SC track is looking fo r students to compete
during the upcoming track season. I f you’re interested,
please contact John Blanton at 893-4468.

Indians to face Div. II
East Stroudsburg in
home opener Saturday
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor________ *_____
The MSC football team will
host Division II East Strouds
burg in the Indians’ home
opener at Sprague Field Satur
day.
MSC comes off a 31-14 tri
umph over Division II Mans
field on September 3, while the
W arriors topped Southern
Connecticut last week, 19-9.
East Stroudsburg will look
for senior running back Gary
Garver to carry much of the
load offensively, while freshman
Rick Sterner and sophomore
Alexis Greaves will also see
action in the Warrior backfield.
Quarterbacking chores will
be split between junior Tom
Taylor and freshman Jerry
Wargo.
Senior Darrell Tyburski, jun
ior Pat McGovern, sophomore
Keith Lightner, junior Don Pry

and sophomore Marty Cooper
make up the East Stroudsburg
offensive line, which, with the
exception of Lightner, consists
solely of veterans.
Split end Jim Kerins leads the
receiving corps, and is joined by
freshman tight end Dave Petryszyn.
Senior Eric Sampson and
sophomore Mike Coyle head
the Warriors defensive front.
Sampson, who plays defensive
end, and Coyle, a defensive
tackle, are the only two return
ing starters from last season.
The outside linebackers are
sophomore Dave Kimball and
junior Phil Masorti, while jun
iors Pat Brady and Ernie Sebastianelli are in the middle.
Seniors Dennis Segich and
Joe McLaughlin head a very
stong East Stroudsburg secon
dary. Curtis Bunch and Linus
Bolden comprise the remainder
of the Warrior defensive backfield.

East Stroudsburg employs
Todd McNamee as both its
punter and placekicker. McNa
mee kicked two field goals last
week and set a school record
with a 78-yard punt.
McLaughlin is the team ’s
punt and kick returner. Against
Southern Connecticut Satur
day, McLaughlin had a 53-yard
return for a score and a 27yarder to set up another War
rior touchdown.

Key Matchups:
MSC special teams vs. returner
McLaughlin. McLaughlin was
a key in last week’s game as he
was able to get the Warriors
good field position.
MSC DE Paul Cioffi vs. OT
Tyburski. Cioffi ran wild
against Mansfield, as he was
named by The Football Gazette
as the National Defensive Play
er of the Week for the week
ending September 4.

Booters tie two, face NJAC
Knot New Jersey Tech,
To play Jersey
Mercy College on late goals City this week
i By Ian Saarmann
Correspondent
M SC 3-NJ1T 3
The Indians (2-1-2) found
themselves behind 2-0 early
before rallying for a 3-3 tie in
Newark last night.
Angel Perez-Cobo got the
Highlanders on the board 24:45
into the first half. Tony Fitch
then scored 5:35 later to give
NJIT a 2-0 halftime lead.
Freshman Louie Ken-Kwofie
got the Indians going with a goal
fifteen minutes into the half, and
MSC was able to tie it on a
Vinny McGowan goal with 4:49
to go in regulation.
Neither team was able to
score in the first overtime. The
Highlanders, in fact, weren’t
able to get a shot off. But NJIT
was able to score 2:28 into the
second extra period and take a
3-2 lead.

With 3:39 left in the game,
Ken-Kwofie scored his second
goal of the night on an assist
from Adam McNally to give
MSC a tie.
M SC 2-Mercy 2
The MSC soccer team battled
the Mercy Flyers to a 2-2 tie
on Friday night at Mercy.
The Indians opened the scor
ing when Bob Schaefer scored
his second goal of the season.
Mercy came right back with a
goal two minutes later, howev
er, eve ping the score at 1-1.
Freshman John Rubinetti
scored his fourth goal of the
season to put MSC up 2-1.
The Indians looked like they
were on their way to victory
when a handball was called on
them. Derm ot Sweeney of
Mercy converted the penalty
kick to tie the score at 2-2. The
score remained tied through the
overtime period.

By Ian Saarmann
Correspondent____________ _
The MSC soccer team begins
conference play this week with
a tough three game stretch.
The Indians (2-1-1) host
Rutgers-Camden on September
16th before traveling to Stony
Brook on September 19th and
conference rival Jersey City on
September 21st.
The Rutgers-Camden game
will offer a challenge to the
Indians, even though the Pio
neers are winless in their first
three games. Rutgers-Camden
posseses a strong defense led by
goalie Charles Soltner Jr. and
fullbacks Denis Drum and Gary
Mascitis.
Rutgers-Camden will have to
stop MSC freshman sensation
John Rubinetti, who has four
goals and five assists on the
young season.

M SC FOOTBALL SC H ED U LE
Sat., Sept. 17, East Stroudsburg (8:00)
Sat., Sept. 24, at Ramapo College* (1:30)
Sat., Oct. 1 Wagner College# (1:30)
Sat., Oct. 8, Kean College* (2:00)
Sat., Oct. 15, William Paterson* (8:00)
Sat., Oct. 22. Salisbury State (1:30)
Sat., Oct. 29 Trenton State College* (8:00)
Sat., Nov. 5 Jersey City State* (1:00)
Sat., Nov. 12 Glassboro State* (1:30)
Bold indicates home games
* denotes New Jersey Athletic Conference game
# Pride Bowl, to be played at City Stadium, Newark
N.J. MSC considered home team.

The Stony Brook Patriots
were 9-8-1 last season and are
looking to improve on that with
seven seniors returning.
Forwards Long Dang and
Tony Caputo power the Patriot
offense, while Eric Schwab and
Rob Kissell anchor the defense.
Head coach Jim Felix, who is
entering his second season as
coach of the Patriots, has once
again assembled a very solid
squad.
Conference foe Jersey City
State has lost two close games
and is looking for their first win
against the Indians. Jose Alva
is Jersey City’s leading scorer
and must be watched by the
Indian defense.
MSC’s Bill Fitzpatrick, Mike
Nothofer and Tom Conroy
must make sure Alva doesn’t get
to close to goalie Jim Stahl, who
has recorded two shutouts in
just four games. The Gothic
Knight defense is led by fullback
Jose Santana and goalie Tony
Belgiorne.
“We’d like to get off on the
right foot in the conference,”
senior co-captain Mike Nothof
er said, “so the Jersey City State
game is especially important.”

F ield hockey
team is off
and rumung
By Bryan Morytko
Correspondent_____________
The field hockey season got
off to an electrifying start for
the Indians last Saturday.
The team defeated Delaware
Valley in not only their first
game of the season but also the
first under new coach Marge
Snyder. The young Indian
squad, consisting of six juniors
and five sophomores, is headed
by tri-captains Kim Kelly, Ber
nadette Phillips, and Heather
Jeffery, all of whom are juniors.
The team is coming off an 89-3 record from last year but
seem revitalized under their new
coach as they jumped out to
their 1-0 record this year.
The offense started the new
season with a balanced attack
with each of the forwards scor
ing one goal in Saturday’s game.
Junior Mary Liuzzi scored
the first goal, which got the team
rolling and cleared the way for
junior Fran Devito and sopho
more Judy DeMarco to knock
in the winning goal as well as
an insurance goal enroute.to a
3-1 victory.

